INDONESIA NONWOVEN ASSOCIATION ( INWA )
INDOINTERTEX Exhibition 2017 &Nonwoven Seminar Series (NSS) III

Jakarta, Indonesia– INWAfor the first time attending the largest textile exhibition in
Indonesia ,Indo Intertex 2017.INWA , as a newly established association would like to introduce
the existence of INWA as one of Nonwoven association that specially support Nonwoven
industry in Indonesia. INWA also involves all members to participate in INWA booth by
displaying member’s product.
INWA member which is participate on this exhibiton events are :
-

PT. Anugrah Prima Perdana
PT. Eternal Gelora Putera
PT. Gerindo Dwidaya Manunggal
PT. Hadtex
PT. Hatech Nonwovenindo
PT. Kuralon Indah Sejahtera
PT.Lani Teduh Sumber Indah
PT.Pulcra Chemicals Indonesia
PT.Superbtex

Therefore , INWA also cooperation with PERAGA EXPO to organized one-dayseminar
with special theme : “ Dynamic Nonwoven Technology and Opportunities”. This seminar is in
conjunction with Indo Intertex 2017 Exhibition , would be a suitable flatform to facilitate all of
stakeholders of the industry for brainstorming, information sharing and gathering activities as
well as holding a comprehensive discussion about the business potential and opportunity of
nonwoven in the near future.
With a comprehensive seminar program and net working activities to encourage
interaction between industry players, education institutions and government bodies to raise
industry potential in Indonesia and south East Asean market.
Audience response was very positive both for the exhibition and also for seminar. With
total audience number of 20-40 visitors per day for the booth and + 150 attendees for the
seminars , ranging from nonwoven manufacturer, machinery suppliers, textile technical school,
ministry of industry representative and many others.
Six key note speakers delivery seminar with variety topics:
1. Mr.Jacques Prigneaux ,EDANA, Market analysis and economic affairs director
“Development of the Nonwoven Industry , a europe and global prospective”
2. Bapak Dandung Sri Harninto , PT.Geoforce Indonesia , Direktur Operasional

3.
4.
5.
6.

“Application of Nonwoven Geotextile for Indonesia Infrastructure
Development Project”
Mr.Xiang Yang , ANFA ASIA, CEO of ANFA working committee
“Nonwoven Application in Automotive”
Mrs. Hiroko Makihara , Daiwabo Co.,Ltd.
“ Nonwoven For Hygiene Applications “
Mr.Shigeki Tanaka , Toyobo Co.,Ltd , General Manager of Nonwoven Dept.
“Nonwoven technology development”
Mr.Chen Hong Khun, Hsieh Ray Filament Co., Ltd, President of Hsieh Ray
Filament Co.Ltd.
“ Nonwoven Market Updates in Taiwan “

Members very impressed with this Exhibition and look forward to attend similar event in
the new future. Expectation for the next event including more display of nonwoven products,
more discussion about latest nonwoven technologies more segmented discussion about
nonwoven application in various field success agriculture, automotive, hygiene, building
construction material, geotextile, etc.
The seminar also impressed with various key note speakers and different interesting
presentation with interaction between audience and speaker, and special forum for
establishment Indonesian Nonwoven Association.
Seminar was closed with a Door prize from the vendor which is give Samsung tab for the prize.

For additional information about this event please contact:
INWA –REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
Name Contact :Evy Apriyanti
Address
: Jalan Cisirung km 2.0 Bandung – Indonesia 40239
Phone
: +62-81320368416
Fax
: +62-22285241349
Email
:inwa.nonwovens@gmail.com
Website
: www.inwa.or.id
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